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About This Game

Unfortunate Spacemen is a multiplayer game about space-based murder in space! Spacemen work diligently to be rescued from
their failing outpost, but not everyone is who they claim to be... Death is part of life in space, and you're no exception to the

rule. Paranoia runs rampant.
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Current Features:

 Shapeshifter Mode: Survive, hunt, or complete randomized objectives to escape, in desolate settlements, arctic outposts,
derelict space stations, warp-speed hypertrains, or ancient digsites across 12 distinct alien locales, and up to 20 players
per match!

 As a Spaceman, complete objectives to call for rescue, or go hunt the Monster in packs!

 Mimic and devour the Spacemen as the Monster from the blackest reaches of the galaxy! Lay traps, disguise as other
players, or take them head-on in your devestating Monster Form!

 Solo / Co-op Story Mode: Fight against the Crumerian insect swarm as you battle with up to 5 friends through the bonus
story mode!

 Solo / Co-op Survival Mode: Survive with up to 9 other friends for as long as you can against progressively more
difficult waves of enemies!

 Proximity Chat: All in-game communication fades with distance from the speaker, so you can roam, sneak, hide, and
eavesdrop as you hunt or run from other players!

 Security Guards (Bots) roam the facility. Use them to help learn the ropes and practice, or just add them for more chaos
to a multiplayer game!

 Rank up through The Company to unlock new customization and perks to customize your look and your playstyle!
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i bought the game wanted to play it because it looks like alot of fun. but my issue is that this game is P2P atm. and there are free
to play elements within the game already. i dislike what they are doing and decided to refund the game. i think this game would
have been better if the price was lower and the free to play was scraped. Also its dead theres no one playing unless theres and
event.. It's a good game BUT NO ONE PLAYS IT. no 1 playing this they have game night but I not in usa
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